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First Signs of Lower Industrial Demand Showing Up in
Container Pricing Trends

CoStar Insight: Impact from the Coronavirus on Global Supply Chains Expected to
Result in Big Drop in Bulk Industrial Absorption for 2020

Aerial image of containers in the Port of Long Beach, California. (iStock)

By Juan Arias
CoStar Advisory Services

March 24, 2020 |  02:40 P.M.

With many countries around the world entering different stages of consumer and business

lockdowns in an effort to contain the coronavirus pandemic, there is no escape from the

effects of the sudden and widespread cessation of economic activity, and industrial properties

are no exception.
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Early signs of supply chain disruptions are evident in global container pricing as tracked by

the Baltic Exchange Dry Index, which has seen a drop of more than 50% since the end of 2019.

Substantial pricing changes such as these have not occurred since the Great Recession, and

typically indicate some type of demand or supply-side shock in the market.

For the industrial property sector, the coronavirus is a dual-shock event, affecting both supply

and demand. With Chinese manufacturers largely inactive over the past few months, ongoing

shutdowns across large swaths of the world and major economies in or on the precipice of

recession, the recent drop in container pricing is not surprising. Undoubtedly it will be

followed by a continued near-term slowdown in imports throughout major ports across the

nation.

China, which represents around 30% of global manufacturing, is a major exporter of wood

and paper products, computers and electrical and transportation equipment to the U.S. These

products are imported as intermediate goods for manufacturers or as �nal consumer goods

and typically enter through major Western ports such as those in Los Angeles and Long

Beach.
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From January through early March, as Chinese manufacturing went dark, container pricing

rates for imports from China posted signi�cant weekly declines, with rates for the Port of Los

Angeles recording the sharpest drops. These pricing drops re�ect the slowdown in shipping

demand due to the Chinese manufacturing supply shock, making Western ports the �rst to be

economically impacted by the pandemic.

Now that Chinese manufacturers are just beginning to return to work and the U.S. economy

has likely fallen into a recession, container �ows into Western U.S. ports are expected to

underwhelm in the coming months. For example, we expect annual container �ows to the

ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach to drop by approximately 14% in 2020, as indicted by

World Container Index pricing trends.

Demand for larger warehouse properties serving the California ports of Los Angeles, Long

Beach and Oakland, as well as Seattle and Tacoma in Washington state, that historically

handle a higher-than-average share of imports coming from China, could see a further

slowdown.

 
Read More CoStar News Coverage of the Coronavirus Outbreak
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Savannah, Georgia, is the �rst East Coast port that is likely to experience a notable slowdown

from reduced imports. Although it has posted strong growth in both demand and supply since

the Great Recession, around 30% of its imports come from China. In addition, approximately

75% of the more than 1.4 million square feet of bulk-regional space that has been built so far

in 2020 near the Port of Savannah is sitting vacant, and another 5.4 million square feet of

space is currently in the pipeline, making the outlook for bulk assets in this port market look

increasingly worrisome.

While Savannah is the �rst Eastern port to be impacted by supply-chain disruptions, it

certainly will not be the last. Major European countries, which have seen a signi�cant rise in

COVID-19 cases and are beginning to shutter, account for around 21% of imports to the U.S.

by value. The majority of these imports �ow through major cities in the East.

Metropolitan areas such as Atlanta, Philadelphia, Northern New Jersey, Dallas, Baltimore,

Houston as well as Savannah are of concern, as these markets already had elevated vacancy

rates among warehouse properties measuring 500,000 square feet or more, including

properties that were under construction before the outbreak began.
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Based on aforementioned pricing trends suggesting a slowdown in port activity, and Oxford

Economics’ forecast calling for contractions in consumer spending and inventories, we expect

truck tonnage to fall 7% by June of 2020 from late 2019 levels.

Driven by a mix of reduced consumer demand and supply chain disruptions, the ensuing

reduction in inventories will slow near-term lease-up of warehouse space. And with 80% of

U.S. freight shipments traveling by truck to communities across the country, many markets

will be impacted, though the sharpest drops in warehouse demand are expected in areas with

above-average exposure to the hard-hit energy or leisure and hospitality sectors.
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The tourism hubs of Orlando and Las Vegas, as well as energy-dependent cities such as

Houston, stand out, seeing as how they already have elevated vacancies and supply pipelines

for existing and under-construction warehouse properties measuring 500,000 square feet or

more.

The resulting supply-demand imbalance in these areas, which will be impacted by a demand

side shock, should take longer to recover as some industries and jobs will need more time to

return to pre-recession norms.

Given the headwinds supply chains face as a result of the coronavirus, the previously

anticipated strong rebound in absorption for bulk regional space, estimated at 230 million

square feet in 2020, is no longer expected.

Additionally, leasing activity will be further limited by a marked deceleration in new supply as

construction shut downs and delays become more common.

Given this backdrop, 2020 bulk regional absorption �gures are now expected to reach just

more than 160 million square feet, a level similar to that achieved in 2019 when global supply
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chains faced challenges from the trade war. For comparison, bulk-regional absorption

exceeded 228 million square feet in 2018 before decelerating last year.

In the medium to long term, industrial properties are set to continue to bene�t from strong

secular tailwinds. Construction delays and stoppages, which were already at eight-plus

months before the virus began to disrupt supply chains, should help temper an expected rise

in industrial vacancies, speci�cally in larger assets which were facing a considerable supply

wave this year.

Additionally, e-commerce adoption will undoubtedly accelerate, as both �rst-time and regular

online shoppers increasingly turn to the likes of Amazon, given widespread lockdowns.

Indeed, the recent stories around surges in Amazon online orders are early indications of this

quickening in e-commerce adoption, which had already been accelerating in the second half

of 2019.
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With e-commerce retail tenants absorbing signi�cant warehouse space in the past decade,

despite only representing 12% of retail sales, and with recent trends suggesting online

shopping will accelerate, we expect this tailwind in demand to ultimately continue or even

strengthen. Tech and white-collar markets with strong median incomes and plenty of of�ce-

using jobs, such as San Jose, San Francisco, Boston and Washington, D.C., should outperform

through this downturn.

New York, which has been hard hit by the virus, may take longer to recover, but will continue

to attract signi�cant industrial tenant attention. These markets should be better able to

retain demand, speci�cally from e-commerce tenants, due to their above-average share of

high-income households — those making more than $70,000 per year — with a greater

propensity to shop online.

Additionally, despite having lower of�ce-using shares of employment and income levels, Los

Angeles and Miami should also be successful in tenant retention and enjoy a fast return to

improving industrial fundamentals for bulk warehouse space, as these cities remain

perennially supply constrained.
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Lastly, once the U.S. economy regains normalcy, major logistics markets, such as California's

Inland Empire, Northern New Jersey and the Lehigh Valley, should once again see strong

demand for distribution space, as these hubs continue to serve larger swathes of the

population, as well as their local communities.

Read Related News Coverage on the Impact of the Coronavirus Outbreak from CoStar

Advisory Services on the Of�ce Sector and Multifamily Sector

Juan Arias is a senior consultant with CoStar Advisory Services in Boston. For more

information about ongoing research on this topic and the custom consulting work of CoStar

Advisory Services, please contact Michael Cohen.
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